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Legal system
1 Is your jurisdiction primarily a common law, civil law, customary law or theocratic law 
jurisdiction? Are the laws substantially derived from the laws of another jurisdiction and, if so, 
which? What instruments have legal force and effect? Who are the lawmaking bodies? How and 
where are new laws published? Can laws be passed with retrospective effect?

Japan is a civil law jurisdiction. Its laws have been historically influenced by other civil law jurisdictions such 
as Germany and France. The legal instruments that have legal force and effect in Japan are laws enacted 
by the National Diet (Japan’s bicameral legislature), as well as other measures such as cabinet orders or 
regulations established by relevant bodies under powers conferred on them by laws enacted by the Diet. 
Although the executive branch has the power to issue government ordinances, those ordinances may not 
include penalties unless there is a law conferring such power. Courts do not have the power to “find” laws, 
and there is no formal principle of stare decisis (although Supreme Court decisions are adhered to in prac-
tice). Treaties become effective as law in Japan if ratified by the Cabinet (Japan’s administrative branch) with 
the approval of the National Diet. New laws are published through a monthly official gazette (Kampo). With 
the exception of criminal laws, laws can be passed with retrospective effect, although it is generally avoided 
in the interests of predictability and stability in the legal framework and economy.

Contract formation
2 What are the requirements for a construction contract to be formed? When is a “letter of 
intent” from an employer to a contractor given contractual effect?

A contract is formed by an offer and an acceptance of specified terms. There are no particular formal 
requirements, although courts do require that key terms (such as price, date, etc) be sufficiently certain and 
supported by evidence. In principle, there is no requirement of “consideration” for a contract to be formed 
under Japanese law. The same principles apply to construction contracts.

As long as the above conditions for the formation of a contract are satisfied, a court will construe a ‘letter 
of intent’ as a contract regardless of its title. Otherwise, it will not be considered as a binding contract. It is 
possible for some terms to be found binding even if the whole is not.

Choice of laws, seat, arbitrator and language
3 Are parties free to choose: (a) the governing law of their contract; (b) the law of the 
arbitration agreement; (c) the seat of the arbitration; (d) any arbitral rules; (e) anyone to act 
as arbitrator; and (f) the language of the contract and the arbitration? If not, what are the 
limitations on choice and what happens if the parties act contrary to them?

Yes, under Japanese law, parties are generally free to choose the governing law of the contract and arbi-
tration agreement as well as the arbitral seat, rules and language, and their choice or method of selecting 
arbitrators. If parties select a city in Japan (such as Tokyo or Osaka) as the seat of arbitration, the Arbitration 
Act (Act No. 138 of 2003, as amended) will mandatorily apply.
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Implied terms
4 How might terms be implied into construction contracts? What terms might be implied?

Contractual terms may be implied where such implication reflects the “true intention” of the parties, which 
will consider various factors such as industry practices and good faith. In particular, when the court finds 
the language of the contract is ambiguous, contradictory or unreasonable, the court may take into account 
extrinsic evidence to fill in gaps or redress the contradiction by seeking to determine the true intention of 
the parties.

Certifiers
5 When must a certifier under a construction contract act impartially, fairly and honestly? 
To what extent are the parties bound by certificates (where the contract does not expressly 
empower a court or arbitral tribunal to open up, review and revise certificates)? Can the 
contractor bring proceedings directly against the certifier?

Under the Building Standard Act (Act No. 201 of 1950, as amended), an employer of a large-scale construction 
must retain a certified architect as administrator for the project, whose role includes issuing certificates (and 
to this extent should be considered as a “certifier” in Japanese-law context). Under the Act on Architects and 
Building Engineers (Act No. 202 of 1950, as amended), such certifier must immediately inform a contractor 
of any deviation of construction works from the drawings or specifications and request amendment works. 
If a contractor fails to respond, the certifier must inform the employer. An architect owes a statutory duty to 
perform these duties fairly and honestly.

These two Acts are silent on whether the parties to a construction contract are bound by the determina-
tions of the certifier. As to the potential liability of the certifier, in cases of exceptional negligence, a contractor 
could bring direct tort claims against the certifier.

Competing causes of delay
6 If an employer would cause (eg, by variation) a two-week critical delay to the completion 
of the works (which by itself would justify an extension of time under the construction contract) 
but, independently, culpable delay by the contractor (eg, defective work) would cause the same 
delay, is the contractor entitled to an extension?

A contractor’s entitlement to an extension of time in cases of concurrent delay under Japanese law will 
depend primarily on the interpretation of the clause that confers on a contractor the right to claim the 
extension.

As a general principle, a contractor can assert a defence that a delay is not attributable to it regardless 
of being culpable for causing delay if the employer is independently and concurrently responsible for the 
same delay.
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Disruption
7 How does the law view “disruption” to the contractor (as distinct from delay or 
prolongation to the completion of the works) caused by the employer’s breaches of contract 
and acts of prevention? What must the contractor show for a disruption claim to succeed? If an 
entitlement in principle can be shown (eg, that a loss has been caused by a breach of contract) 
must the court or arbitral tribunal do its best to quantify that loss (even if proof of the quantum 
is lacking or uncertain)?

A contractor can assert a claim based on disruption. In principle, it would be like any other claim under 
contract or tort and the prospect of success will depend on particular facts and evidence in each case.

For a contractual claim, a contractor must prove the disruption was the result of a breach of contract by 
the employer, as well as demonstrate loss and the causation between the disruption and the loss. In cases 
where quantification of the loss is difficult for a contractor to prove, the Code of Civil Procedure (Act No. 109 
of 1996, amended) confers on the court’s discretion to determine a “reasonable amount” as damages, taking 
into account the parties’ submissions and evidence.

Acceleration
8 How does the law view “constructive acceleration” (where the contractor incurs costs 
accelerating its works because an extension of time has not been granted that should have 
been)? What must the contractor show for such a claim to succeed? Does your answer differ if 
the employer acted unreasonably or in bad faith?

A contractor can assert a claim for ‘constructive acceleration’. In principle, it would be like any other claim 
under contract or tort and the prospect of success will depend on particular facts and evidence in each case.

To succeed on a breach of contract claim, a contractor must prove the ‘constructive acceleration’ was the 
result of a breach of contract by the employer as well as demonstrate loss and the causation between the 
‘constructive acceleration’ and the loss. In this context, unreasonableness or bad faith by the employer may 
help a contractor to establish that the ‘constructive acceleration’ was a breach of contract by an employer.

In cases where quantification of the loss is difficult for a contractor to prove, the Code of Civil Procedure 
(Act No. 109 of 1996, amended) confers on the court’s discretion to determine a “reasonable amount” as 
damages taking into account the parties’ submissions and evidence.

Force majeure and hardship
9 What events of force majeure give rise to relief? Must they be unforeseeable and to 
whom? How far does the express or implied allocation of risk under the contract affect whether 
an event qualifies? Must the event have a permanent effect? Is impossibility in performing 
required or does a degree of difficulty suffice? Is relief available where only some obligations 
(eg, to make a single payment or carry out one aspect of the works) are affected or is a greater 
impact required? What relief is available and does it apply automatically? Can the rules be 
excluded by agreement?

The concept of force majeure is recognised in the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended) as a defence to 
a claim for damages where an event not attributable to the obligor has prevented performance of contrac-
tual obligations (other than payment of money). However, as there are very few cases in which the Japanese 
courts have upheld a force majeure defence, it is difficult to determine the parameters or requirements for 
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whether a certain event constitutes a force majeure event. Rather, force majeure as a ground for release 
from contractual liability is usually subsumed in the termination of contract due to impossibility (article 
542(1)(i) of the Civil Code) or of “no fault” (article 415 of the Civil Code) (ie, that the breach of contract was 
not attributable to the party who is alleged to be liable for damages).

It is not clear under Japanese law whether parties can contract out of the application of the force majeure 
principle in the Code as it is considered a core legal principle (although not much used in practice).

10 When is a contractor entitled to relief against a construction contract becoming unduly 
expensive or otherwise hard to perform and what relief is available? Can the rules be excluded 
by agreement?

As a derivative of the principle of good faith under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), the legal 
doctrine of “change in circumstances” is potentially available as a defence to liability for non-performance 
in cases where there has been a fundamental change to circumstances from the time of entry of contract 
that strongly affects the fairness of the contract terms. This principle requires (i) a fundamental change was 
not foreseeable at the entry of the contract, (ii) the cause of which is not attributable to the parties, and (iii) 
holding the parties to the original contractual terms would be harsh and against the principle of good faith.

It is unlikely that this doctrine could be excluded, as it derives from the principle of good faith, which is 
considered fundamental and mandatory. However, this doctrine is rarely applied. It could be possible to 
practically limit the application of the principle by explicitly allocating risks by contract, and thereby limiting 
the matters that were non-foreseeable.

Impossibility
11 When is a contractor entitled to relief if after the contract is concluded it transpires (but 
not due to external events) that it is impossible for the contractor to achieve a particular aspect 
of the contractual specification? What relief is available?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), if it turns out, after the entry of the contract, that 
it is impossible for the contractor to achieve a particular aspect of the contractual specification, then the 
employer can terminate the contract if an employer cannot achieve the objectives of the contract without 
such non-performed portion. Additionally, if the contractor cannot fulfil a part of contractual obligations due 
to reasons attributable to the contractor, such as incapability or failure to obtain necessary materials, a 
contractor will be liable for non-performance of such part of obligations and the employer is entitled to claim 
damages incurred by such non-performance.

Clauses that seek to pass risks to the contractor for matters  
it cannot foresee or control
12 How effective are contractual provisions that seek to pass risks to the contractor for 
matters it cannot foresee or control, for example, making the contractor liable for: (a) a 
specified event of force majeure; (b) ground conditions that no reasonably diligent contractor 
could have foreseen; or (c) errors in documents provided by the employer, such as employer’s 
requirements in design and build forms?

In general, risk allocation by contract is effective except for cases where it is considered an ‘abuse of right’ 
or contrary to public policy or good faith as required under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended). 
These general principles apply for the circumstances set out in (a) through (c) above.
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Duty to warn
13 When must the contractor warn the employer of an error in a design provided by the 
employer?

A contractor does not have legal obligations to warn an employer of a design error unless otherwise agreed 
in a construction contract. However, it should be borne in mind that if a contractor does not inform an 
employer of a design error in spite of the contractor’s awareness of such error, a contractor cannot rely 
on the statutory defence under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended) to its own potential liability 
vis-à-vis an employer that the failure to fulfil the contractual quality standard stems from the instruction of 
an employer.

Good faith
14 Is there a general duty of good faith? If so, how does it impact upon the following (where 
they are otherwise permitted under the construction contract): (a) the level of intervention 
in the works that is allowed by the employer; (b) a party’s discretion whether to terminate 
or suspend the contract; or (c) the employer’s discretion to claim pre-agreed sums under the 
contract, such as liquidated damages for delay?

Yes, Japanese law recognises a general duty of good faith under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as 
amended). While the good faith principle can be theoretically applicable to all categories raised in the 
question, the courts have applied it sparely. It is quite uncertain how and whether the courts would admit 
the application for individual cases as the courts will determine its application depending significantly on 
particular facts.

Time bars
15 How do contractual provisions that bar claims if they are not validly notified within a 
certain period operate (including limitation or prescription laws that cannot be contracted out 
of, interpretation rules, any good faith principles and laws on unfair contract terms)? What is 
the scope for bringing claims outside the written terms of the contract under provisions such 
as sub-clause 20.1 of the FIDIC Red Book 1999 (“otherwise in connection with the contract”)? 
Is there any difference in approach to claims based on matters that the employer caused and 
matters it did not, such as weather or ground conditions? Is there any difference in approach to 
claims for (a) extensions of time and relief from liquidated damages for delay and (b) monetary 
sums?

Contractual provisions that bar claims that were not notified to the counterparty within the specified period 
are effective. However, the court might interpret such provisions narrowly where public policy or the circum-
stances warrant it, such as in a consumer protection context. In such case, the effect of such provisions might 
be limited to the extent where an obligor can claim damages incurred for the failure to give due notice but 
cannot enjoy the waiver of the entire claim as stipulated in the contract.

Whether the contractual notification provisions are applicable to claims from outside of the contract 
depends on the interpretation of the said provisions and the importance of the nature of the relevant claims.
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Suspension
16 What rights does the employer have to suspend paying the contractor or performing 
other duties under the contract due to the contractor’s (non-)performance, or the contractor 
have to suspend carrying out the works (or part of the works) due to the employer’s (non-) 
performance?

As a default rule, under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), the employer’s obligation to pay a 
contract price is linked with the contractor’s obligation to deliver the completed works. Therefore, unless 
otherwise agreed in a construction contract, an employer can suspend the payment until a contractor delivers 
the completed works. On the contrary, a contractor cannot suspend its obligation to complete the works even 
if an employer fails to make a payment because what a contractor is entitled to is to suspend the delivery of 
the works after completion until an employer performs its duty to pay simultaneously.

On the other hand, courts have ruled that in exceptional cases concerning long-term contracts, a debtor 
may suspend performance of its contractual obligations if it occurs concern about the financial ability of an 
creditor. This might be applicable to construction contracts.

Omissions and termination for convenience
17 May the employer exercise an express power to omit work, or terminate the contract at 
will or for convenience, so as to give work to another contractor or to carry out the work itself?

Unless agreed otherwise by parties in a contract, an employer can terminate a contract at will or for conven-
ience under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended) if the employer compensates any damage 
incurred by the contractor.

The Civil Code is silent on the issue of omission of work by an employer. However, if a contract has no 
express provisions that allow an employer to omit the part of work, it is likely that a Japanese court would 
hold that the contractor is entitled to claim damages including lost profits on the ground that such omission 
of work constitutes a breach of contract by the employer.

Termination
18 What termination rights exist? Can a construction contract be terminated in part? What 
are the practical and financial consequences?

Apart from termination rights provided in the contract itself, the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended; 
the Code) provides certain statutory rights of termination. Such termination rights include (without limita-
tion) (i) where a material breach has not been cured within a reasonable period after notice, (ii) where it is 
impossible to perform the contract, or (iii) where the other party repudiates the contract by indicating its 
intention not to perform its obligations. All such termination rights require that the terminating party is not 
at fault for the cause of termination.

As to the termination prior to the completion of the whole works, the Code deems a construction contract to 
be terminated in part if an employer enjoys benefits from the parts that have been completed by a contractor 
and that are separable from non-complete parts.

If a construction contract is terminated in part, a contractor is entitled to claim the portion of the contract 
price proportional or attributable to the works that are deemed to be completed. However, if an employer 
is liable for making it impossible for a contractor to complete construction, an employer must pay the full 
contract price to the contractor.
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19 If the construction contract provides for the circumstances in which each party 
may terminate the contract but does not expressly or impliedly state that those rights are 
exhaustive, are other rights to terminate available? If so, what are they and what are the 
practical and financial consequences?

A party can rely on statutory termination rights under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), unless 
the construction contract excludes such statutory termination rights.

20 What limits apply to exercising termination rights?

As to the termination prior to the completion of the whole works, the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as 
amended) deems a construction contract to be terminated in part if an employer enjoys benefits from the 
parts that have been completed by a contractor and that are separable from non-complete parts.

Under exceptional circumstances, the exercise of both statutory and contractual termination rights would 
be restricted if the exercise of rights would be in conflict with the principle of good faith or constitute an 
abuse of rights, based on the specific facts of individual cases.

Completion
21 Does the law of your jurisdiction deem the works to be completed (irrespective of what 
the contract says) if, say, the employer takes beneficial possession of the works and starts 
using them?

While the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended) is silent on when the works reach completion, the 
courts determine the completion of the construction works considering whether the process of construction 
works is finished in spite of the need to rectify defects or discrepancies from the contractual standard. In 
practice, the fact that an employer takes beneficial possession of the works can be used as strong evidence 
implying the completion of the works.

In addition, under this Code, if a construction contract is terminated prior to the completion of the works or 
if the completion of the works becomes impossible due to causes not attributable to an employer, the finished 
portions of the work are deemed to be completed, to the extent that the employer enjoys the benefit of said 
portions that is separable from unfinished portions.

22 Does approval or acceptance of work by or on behalf of the employer bar a subsequent 
complaint? What constitutes acceptance? Does taking over the work by the employer constitute 
acceptance? Does this bar subsequent complaint?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), irrespective of the acceptance of or taking over the 
works, an employer can claim its rights against a contractor for breach of contract. Therefore, in general, 
the acceptance of or taking over the works does not constitute a waiver of employer’s rights or claims with 
respect to such works.
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Liquidated damages and similar pre-agreed sums  
(‘liquidated damages’)
23 To what extent are liquidated damages for delay to the completion of the works treated 
as an exhaustive remedy for all of the employer’s losses due to (a) delay to the completion 
of the works by the contractual completion date; and (b) delays prior to the contractual 
completion date (in the absence of, say, interim milestone dates with liquidated damages for 
delay attaching to them)? What difference does it make if any critical delay is caused by the 
contractor’s fraud, wilful misconduct, recklessness or gross negligence? If so, what constitutes 
such behaviour and can it be excluded by agreement?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), provisions for liquidated damages – regardless of 
whether arising prior to or after the completion of the works – are generally interpreted as an exhaustive 
remedy for damages, unless the parties explicitly agree otherwise (eg, by agreeing that actual damages 
could be claimed in addition to liquidated damages). However, liquidated damages provisions do not preclude 
parties from terminating the contract or claiming for specific performance.

It is uncertain whether the fact that a critical delay caused by a contractor’s fraud, wilful misconduct, reck-
lessness or gross negligence would affect these arguments due to the lack of case precedents.

24 If the employer causes critical delay to the completion of the works and the construction 
contract does not provide for an extension of time to the contractual completion date (there 
being no “sweep up” provision such as that in sub-clause 8.4(c) of the FIDIC Silver Book 1999) 
is the employer still entitled to liquidated damages due to the late completion of works provided 
for under the contract?

In general, Japanese law requires the party to be “at fault” for it to be liable for breach. This applies even 
if liquidated damages have been agreed, unless it is clear that the parties have excluded the requirement 
of fault. Hence the contractor would not be liable for any liquidated damages if the employer causes a 
critical delay to the completion of works, even if there is no extension of time provision provided for under 
the contract.

Under such circumstances, the contractor would likely be excused from liability for delays that are not 
attributable to the contractor.

25 When might a court or arbitral tribunal award less than the liquidated damages specified 
in the contract for delay or other matters (eg, substandard work)? What factors are taken into 
account?

Generally, a court or tribunal would uphold the amount of liquidated damages agreed by the parties in a 
contract. In exceptional circumstances, where the agreed amount of liquidated damage is contrary to the 
principle of good faith or against public policy, the courts can award less than the amount of liquidated 
damages under its discretion.

26 When might a court or arbitral tribunal award more than the liquidated damages 
specified in the contract for delay or other matters (eg, work that does not achieve a specified 
standard)? What factors are taken into account?

Generally, a court or tribunal would uphold the amount of liquidated damages agreed to by the parties for 
delay in a contract, the specific facts of the case and wording of the liquidated damage provision, it might be 
possible to construe the provision narrowly so that actual damages could be assessed beyond the scope of 
such provision; this, however, is fact specific and cannot be generalised.
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Assessing damages and limitations and exclusions of liability
27 How is monetary compensation for breach of contract assessed? For instance, if the 
contractor is liable for a defect in its works is the employer entitled to its lost profits? What if 
the lost profits are exceptionally high?

Japanese law recognises two categories of damages: ordinary damages and special damages. These cate-
gories of damages equally apply for breach of contract and tort. Ordinary damages are those that arise 
ordinarily and foreseeably from a breach of contract (or tortious act). Special damages relate to those arising 
from the unique circumstances of the case and are recoverable only if the party in breach should have fore-
seen such particular circumstances at the time of the breach (or tortious act).

Whether lost profits are considered as ordinary damages or special damages depends on the facts of the 
case. An exceptionally high amount of lost profits claimed by an employer might be rejected by the courts on 
the grounds of the lack of reasonable causation with the contractor’s breach of contract.

28 If the contractor’s work is technically non-compliant, is the contractor liable for 
remedying it if the rectification cost is disproportionate to the benefit of the remedy? Can 
the parties agree on a regime that is stricter for the contractor than under the law of your 
jurisdiction?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), if the nature of non-compliance is not important and 
the rectification costs are disproportionate to the benefit of the remedy, the contractor does not have an 
obligation to rectify. An employer can claim damages only. Parties are generally free to agree on the stricter 
terms for a contractor than the statutory default position although the courts might intervene based on 
public policy or the principle of good faith.

29 If there is a defects notification period (DNP) during which the contractor must or may 
remedy any defect in its works that appears during a certain period after their completion, if the 
construction contract is otherwise silent, does it affect the employer’s rights to claim for any 
defects appearing after the DNP expires?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), an employer is entitled to claim rectification, deduc-
tion from the contract price, damages and/or termination of contract within one year from the time that an 
employer acknowledges non-conformance in quality or types of the works.

Whether the said statutory rights of an employer is affected by the expiry of a DNP clause in the contract 
depends on the interpretation of the relevant contract provisions.

30 What is the effect of a construction contract excluding liability for “indirect or 
consequential loss”?

Although the phrase “indirect or consequential loss” is not a term of art under Japanese law, a provision 
excluding such losses is generally construed as the exclusion of “special damages”. Such a contract provi-
sion is basically considered valid. However, if a breach of contract occurs by fraud, wilful conduct, or the 
reckless or gross negligence of the party in breach, the courts might intervene by implying a condition that 
the limitation of liability clause would not apply under those circumstances.
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31 Are contractually agreed limits on – or exclusions of – liability effective and how readily 
do claims in tort or delict avoid them? Do they not apply if there is fraud, wilful misconduct, 
recklessness or gross negligence: (a) if the contract is silent as to such behaviour; or (b) if 
the contract states that they apply notwithstanding such behaviour? If so, what causation is 
required between the behaviour and the loss?

Parties to a construction contract can agree on exclusion or limitation of liability for tort claims in addition 
to contractual claims.

In general, the courts are likely to restrict the application of such exclusion or limitation of liability provi-
sions based on the good faith principle or public policy if the party in breach is found to be perpetuating a 
fraud, wilful misconduct, recklessness or gross negligence

The causation required between the behaviour and the loss follows that for the general principle of tort, 
which is reasonable causation between them.

Liens
32 What right does a contractor have to claim a lien (or similar) in the works it has carried 
out? If so, what are the limits of the right if, for example, the employer has no interest in the 
site for the permanent works? How is the right recognised and enforced?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), if a contractor does not obtain the ownership of the 
works in accordance with the relevant provisions in a contract or the relevant court decisions, the contractor 
can generally claim a right of retention of the works until it receives full payment of the due amount of the 
contract price. The contractor can claim such retention against third parties in addition to the employer. 
Where a subcontractor is involved, it is controversial whether a subcontractor can claim a right of reten-
tion of the works against the employer even if the employer has fully paid the main contractor but the main 
contractor did not fully pay the subcontractor.

Subcontractors
33 How do conditional payment (such as pay-when-paid) provisions operate under the law 
of your jurisdiction (including interpretation rules, any good faith principles and laws on unfair 
contract terms)?

“Pay-when-paid” provisions and similar conditional payment clauses are not prohibited under Japanese 
law. However, they must comply with the Construction Business Act (Act No. 100 of 1949, as amended) that 
require the main contractor:
• to pay the subcontractor within one month, and as soon as possible, from the date of receipt of the 

payment from the employer; and
• if they hold a licence as a “special construction business operator”, to pay within 50 days, and as soon as 

possible, from the date when the subcontractor demands taking over the works to the main contractor 
after the inspection of the said works.
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34 May a subcontractor claim against the employer for sums due to the subcontractor from 
the contractor? How are difficulties with the merits and proof of the subcontractor’s claim 
addressed, including any rights the contractor has to withhold payment? What if aspects of the 
project suggest that the law of your jurisdiction should not apply (eg, the parties to both the 
main contract and the subcontract have chosen a foreign law as the governing law)?

In general, a subcontractor cannot claim directly against an employer as there is no contractual relation-
ship between them. However, if a subcontractor can prove a contractor is impecunious, the subcontractor 
can subrogate the contractor’s right against an employer to claim payments and is entitled to receive direct 
payments from an employer.  

It is unclear whether such a claim is permitted where both the main contract and the subcontract have 
chosen a foreign law as governing law. While there exists an old lower court judgment that affirmed its appli-
cation as the rule of lex fori, it is uncertain whether this view will be followed by other courts.

35 May an employer hold its contractor to their arbitration agreement if their dispute 
concerns a subcontractor (there being no arbitration agreement between the contractor and the 
subcontractor or no scope for joining two sets of arbitral proceedings) or can the contractor, for 
example, require litigation between itself, the employer and the subcontractor? Does it matter if 
the arbitration agreement does not have its seat in your jurisdiction?

An employer may hold its contractor to their arbitration agreement with respect to any dispute between the 
employer and the contractor, even if the dispute concerns a subcontractor who is not a party to the arbitra-
tion agreement. Under those circumstances, the contractor cannot require a litigation between itself, the 
employer and the subcontractor, as any dispute between the employer and contractor has to be referred to 
arbitration.

It is unlikely that the fact that the arbitration agreement provides for a foreign seat would affect this 
conclusion.

Third parties
36 May third parties obtain rights under construction contracts? How readily can those 
connected with the employer (such as future or ultimate owners) bring claims against the 
contractor in respect of (a) delays and (b) defects? To what extent are exclusions and limitations 
of liability in the construction contract relevant?

Generally, since contractual rights exist only between the parties to a construction contract, third parties 
will not obtain any rights under such construction contract unless such rights are expressly conferred on 
the third parties in the contract and the third parties show their intention to enjoy the benefit of the contract.

Under Japanese law, an employer can assign the entire contract (with the approval of a contractor) or 
contractual rights (unless the contract prohibits the assignment). Since the substance of the rights will 
remain unchanged in such circumstances, the contractor can raise the same defences, including exclusions 
and limitations of liability, against the assignee as it would have been entitled to raise vis-à-vis the assignor 
(which is the employer in this case).

37 How readily (absent fraud, wilful misconduct, recklessness or gross negligence) can 
those connected with the contractor (such as affiliates, directors or employees) face claims in 
respect of (a) delays (b) defects and (c) payment? To what extent are exclusions and limitations 
of liability in the construction contract relevant?

Parties connected with a contractor but who are not parties to the construction contract would generally not 
be subject to such claims by an employer. Except in instances of fraud, wilful misconduct, reckless or gross 
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negligence, an employer can rarely bring a tort claim against parties connected with a contractor. Contract 
provisions pertaining to exclusions and limitations of liability are generally irrelevant to such tort claims 
against parties that are not parties to the construction contract.

Limitation and prescription periods
38 What are the key limitation or prescription rules for claims for money and defects (and 
insofar as you have a mandatory decennial liability (or similar) regime, what is its scope)? What 
stops time running for the purposes of these rules (assuming the arbitral rules are silent)? Are 
the rules substantive or procedural law? May parties agree different limitation or prescription 
rules?

Japanese law provides for:
• a five-year prescription period from the time when a creditor acknowledges that it is possible to exercise 

its rights; and
• a 10-year prescription period from the time when it is objectively possible for a creditor to exercise 

its rights.

Events that temporarily suspend the prescription periods include:
• filing a claim to the court;
• filing an application for enforcement to the court;
• a court order of interim measures including seizure of assets;
• a formal demand;
• parties’ agreement after the prescription period starts; and
• filing an arbitration proceeding.

Events that renew the prescription periods include:
• confirmation of rights by a final judgment;
• completion of enforcement procedures; and
• approval of rights by an obligor.

Prescription periods under Japanese law are considered to have a substantive legal effect. Where the 
prescription period has expired as to a claim, that claim would be extinguished.

Prescription periods are mandatory rules, and cannot be shortened or extended by party agreement 
before the prescription periods starts, though parties can agree to stay the running of the period.

Other key laws
39 What laws apply that cannot be excluded or modified by agreement where the law of your 
jurisdiction is the governing law of a construction contract? What are the key aspects of, say, 
the FIDIC Silver Book 1999 that would not operate as its plain words suggest?

Where Japanese law is the governing law of a construction contract, mandatory rules and laws cannot be 
contracted out of by party agreement. In general, mandatory laws are those pertaining to public policy such 
as competition laws and due process.

The FIDIC books are rarely used in domestic construction projects.
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40 What laws of your jurisdiction apply anyway where a foreign law governs a construction 
contract? What are the key aspects of, say, the FIDIC Silver Book 1999 that would not operate 
as its plain words suggest?

Even if the governing law of a construction contract is not Japanese law, mandatory rules and laws in Japan 
will apply within its territory. In general, mandatory laws are those pertaining to public policy such as compe-
tition laws and due process.

Enforcement of binding (but not finally binding) dispute  
adjudication board (DAB) decisions
41 For a DAB decision awarding a sum to a contractor under, say, sub-clause 20.4 of the 
FIDIC Red Book 1999 for which the employer has given a timely notice of dissatisfaction, in an 
arbitration with its seat in your jurisdiction, might the contractor obtain: a partial or interim 
award requiring payment of the sum awarded by the DAB pending any final award that would 
be enforceable in your jurisdiction (assuming the arbitral rules are silent); or interim relief 
from a court in your jurisdiction requiring payment of the sum awarded by the DAB pending any 
award?

Under the Arbitration Act (Act No. 138 of 2003, as amended) currently in force, enforcement is limited to 
an arbitral award that is a final determination of at least one of the issues in dispute. Therefore, an interim 
award issued by an arbitral tribunal requiring payment of the sum awarded by the DAB pending a final award 
is not enforceable. Parties to arbitration may, however, seek an order by the Japanese court for provisional 
disposition ordering payments in the amount awarded by the DAB, subject to certain conditions including 
the jurisdiction of the Japanese court. Such a court order for provisional disposition is enforceable in Japan.

On 21 April 2023, the National Diet passed a bill to amend the Arbitration Act reflecting the amendment of 
the UNCITRAL Model Law in 2006. This amendment is expected to come into force by 28 April 2024. Based on 
this amendment, a Japanese court will, subject to certain conditions, be empowered to enforce a provisional 
measure issued by an arbitral tribunal that orders payment of a sum awarded by the DAB pending any final 
awards, regardless of whether the arbitration is seated in Japan.

Courts and arbitral tribunals
42 Does your jurisdiction have courts or judges specialising in construction and arbitration?

The Tokyo and Osaka District Courts have specialised divisions for construction-related cases. There is 
currently no specific division in the Japanese courts specialising in arbitration-related cases. However, on 21 
April 2023, the National Diet passed a piece of legislation to amend the Arbitration Act (Act No. 138 of 2003, 
as amended), which is expected to enter into force by 28 April 2024. Based on this amendment, the Tokyo 
District and Osaka District Court will have non-exclusive concurrent jurisdiction (In Japanese, it is called 競
合管轄.) over proceedings pursuant to the Arbitration Act notwithstanding the parties’ selection of courts 
within Japan, if the seat of arbitration is within Japan. Accordingly, it is expected that arbitration-related 
matters will be more likely to be referred to those two courts.
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43 What are the relevant levels of court for construction and arbitration matters? Are their 
decisions published? Is there a doctrine of binding precedent?

As with most civil cases, the district courts and the summary courts have jurisdiction as the courts of first 
instance for construction-related cases, with the district courts handling claims above ¥1.4 million. For arbi-
tration-related cases, the district courts have jurisdiction as the courts of first instance.

Save for cases conducted in private in accordance with relevant laws, all decisions rendered in Japanese 
courts are accessible to the public, and many but not all of them are published on the court website and/or 
by private service providers.

There is no general doctrine of precedent in the Japanese judicial system, but the conflict against a 
Supreme Court precedent may constitute the ground to file a petition for acceptance of a final appeal. As 
such, in practice, Supreme Court decisions have been respected as precedents by lower courts.

44 In your jurisdiction, if a judge or arbitrator (specialist or otherwise) has views on the 
issues as they see them that are not put to them by the parties, can they raise them with the 
parties? Is the court or arbitral tribunal permitted or expected to give preliminary indications 
as to how it views the merits of the dispute?

While the Japanese court system applies the adversarial system in principle, under the Code of Civil 
Procedure (Act No. 109 of 1996, as amended) a presiding judge may independently ask questions even on 
issues not raised by the parties to clarify the issues. A judge may also give preliminary indications of the 
merits of the case, and it is not unusual for a judge to do so in order to encourage settlement in particular at 
the later stage of litigation.

For an arbitrator, there is no statutory restriction on raising questions and/or giving preliminary indica-
tions of the merits of the case during arbitral procedures.

45 If a contractor, say, wishes to arbitrate pursuant to an arbitration agreement, what 
parallel proceedings might the employer bring in your jurisdiction? Does it make any difference 
if the dispute has yet to pass through preconditions to arbitration (such as those in clause 20 of 
the FIDIC Red Book 1999) or if one of the parties shows no regard for the preconditions (such 
as a DAB or amicable settlement process)?

If an employer initiates a lawsuit in Japanese courts contrary to the existence of the arbitration agreement, it 
will be dismissed without prejudice upon application by a contractor, unless: (i) the arbitration agreement is 
invalid; (ii) it is impossible to conduct arbitral proceedings; or (iii) the application was filed after a contractor 
submitted its argument on the merits of the case. This is the case even while passing through contractual 
preconditions to arbitration or where the preconditions have not been satisfied.

If a tribunal finds its jurisdiction despite a contractor’s failure to take necessary steps required as precon-
ditions to arbitration, an employer can apply to the courts within 30 days of the receipt of tribunal’s ruling for 
a review of the tribunal’s jurisdiction.

46 If the seat of the arbitration is in your jurisdiction, might a contractor lose its right to 
arbitrate if it applied to a foreign court for interim or provisional relief?

The Arbitration Act (Act No. 138 of 2003, as amended) stipulates that an arbitration agreement will not 
refrain a contractor from filing a petition for an interim or provisional order from a Japanese court. There 
is no reason to think that there would be any difference if such relief is sought in a foreign court having 
jurisdiction.
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Expert witnesses
47 In your jurisdiction, are tribunal- or party-appointed experts used? To whom do party-
appointed experts owe their duties?

For construction-related cases, it is common practice in Japan to use either tribunal- or party-appointed 
experts due to the highly technical nature of issues such as defects, delay and damages. Generally, party-
appointed experts have to provide an independent opinion even though party-appointed experts are under 
contractual obligations to appointing parties. The conduct of party-appointed experts is governed by the 
contract with appointing parties and the ethical or statutory codes of conduct, if applicable based on the 
professional qualifications held by party-appointed experts. In practice for international issues including 
international arbitration, the importance of independence and impartiality of party-appointed experts is well 
recognised.

State entities
48 Summarise any specific limitations or requirements that apply when the employer is 
a state entity or public authority (including, for example, public procurement rules, limits on 
rights to suspend or terminate, excluded lien rights and arbitrating – as well as enforcing an 
award – against such an employer).

If the employer is a public authority in Japan, the relevant statutory laws and regulations for public procure-
ment apply. These laws and regulations ensure economic efficiency, as well as fairness between the suppliers 
and the general public.

A construction contract will be awarded through bidding procedures, which are general competitive 
bidding and designated competitive bidding. In an exceptional case under strict conditions, a construction 
contract might be awarded directly, without a bidding procedure.

There is no domestic legislation explicitly prohibiting enforcement of an arbitral award against Japanese 
public authorities.

Settlement offers
49 If the seat of the arbitration is in your jurisdiction, on what basis can a party make a 
settlement offer that may not be put before the arbitral tribunal until costs fall to be decided?

There are no specific provisions or principles in Japanese law relevant to this. However, in practice for inter-
national issues including international arbitration, the principle of “without prejudice” privilege as it relates to 
good-faith settlement efforts is widely recognised. Therefore, an arbitral tribunal seated in Japan would likely 
uphold it in an international arbitration case and allow disclosure of any settlement offer made on a without 
prejudice basis – especially if expressly so – only as to costs and after the decision on the merits is made.
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Privilege
50 Does the law of your jurisdiction recognise “without prejudice” privilege (such that 
“without privilege” communications are privileged from disclosure)? If not, may it be agreed 
that a sum is payable if communications to try to achieve a settlement are disclosed to a court 
or arbitral tribunal?

Japanese law does not expressly recognise the concept of “without prejudice” privilege. However, in practice 
for international issues including international arbitration, the principle of without prejudice privilege as it 
relates to good-faith settlement efforts is widely recognised. Therefore, an arbitral tribunal seated in Japan 
would likely uphold it in an international arbitration case. In addition, parties can agree contractually to a 
non-disclosure agreement in which any breaching party must pay a sum to the other if settlement commu-
nications are disclosed to a court or arbitral tribunal.

51 Is the advice of in-house counsel privileged from disclosure under the law of your 
jurisdiction? Is the relevant law characterised as substantive or procedural law?

As a general rule, Japanese law does not recognise the general concept of attorney-client privilege as under-
stood in common law. In the context of domestic civil procedure, such carve-outs are generally not needed as 
the Civil Procedure Code (Act No. 109 of 1996, as amended) provides for broad and extensive restrictions on 
document disclosure obligations. As a general matter, to the extent that legal advice is sought or provided by 
a qualified legal professional, the law does not differentiate between external and in-house counsel.

Guarantees
52 What are the requirements for a guarantee under the law of your jurisdiction? Are oral 
guarantees effective?

A guarantee must be in writing or recorded in an electronic form. Otherwise, it will be invalid and 
unenforceable.

Besides, there are special rules for a guarantee where a guarantor is not a judicial person. First, a 
revolving guarantee that covers unidentified obligations within a certain specific scope must include the 
maximum amount of obligations, without which it is ineffective. Further, a guarantee or a revolving guar-
antee that covers the obligation which is incurred from a loan transaction for business must be preceded by 
production of a notarised document certifying a guarantor’s intention to bear guarantee obligations.

53 Under the law of your jurisdiction, will the guarantor’s liability be limited to that of the 
party to the underlying construction contract, if the guarantee is silent? Can the guarantee’s 
wording affect the position?

Under the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended), a guarantor’s obligation is limited to that of the prin-
cipal obligor.

In general, parties can broaden the scope of the guarantee by using a revolving guarantee that covers 
unidentified obligations within a certain specific scope. However, in such a case, parties should take note of 
specific provisions in the law that protect guarantors who are not judicial persons if applicable.
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54 Under the law of your jurisdiction, in what circumstances will a guarantor be released 
from liability under a guarantee, if the guarantee is silent? Can the guarantee’s wording affect 
the position?

It depends on the scope of the guarantee, for which the Japanese courts will seek to determine the guaran-
tor’s real and actual intentions at the time of the provision of the guarantee, primarily with reference to the 
wording of the guarantee.

Based upon the Supreme Court decision (Case No. 126 (O) of 1971), for example, absent exceptional 
circumstances, a guarantor who provided an employer with a guarantee for a contractor will be deemed to 
agree to bear responsibility as a guarantor even for repayment of an advance payment that an employer will 
claim after terminating a construction contract on the grounds of a contractor’s breach of contract.

On-demand bonds
55 If an on-demand bond is governed by the law of your jurisdiction on what basis might a 
call be challenged in your courts as a matter of jurisdiction as well as substantive law? Assume 
the underlying contract is silent on when calls may be made.

A call of an on-demand bond governed by Japanese law will be subject to the principle of good faith and 
the prohibition of abuse of rights, both of which are provided for in the Civil Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, 
as amended).

56 If an on-demand bond is governed by the law of your jurisdiction and the underlying 
contract restrains calls except for amounts that the employer is entitled to (such as sub-clause 
4.2 of the FIDIC Red Book 1999), when would a court or arbitral tribunal applying your 
jurisdiction’s law restrain a call if the contractor contended that: (i) the employer does not have 
an entitlement in principle; or (ii) the employer has an entitlement in principle but not for the 
amount of the call?

There are no specific statutory laws or published court decisions with regard to the restraint of a call in such 
circumstances. The Japanese courts will interpret the relevant wording of an on-demand bond taking into 
consideration the commercial custom to find the parties’ real and actual intentions at the time of provision 
of such on-demand bond.

A call will be subject to limitation due to abuse of rights or contravention of public policy under the Civil 
Code (Act No. 89 of 1896, as amended).

Further considerations
57 Are there any other material aspects of the law of your jurisdiction concerning 
construction projects not covered above?

Contract interpretation guided by Japanese law enquires into the “true meanings” a party intended to give to 
a contract, which may involve a review of extrinsic evidence, especially where the language of the contract 
itself is not clear. It is therefore important to keep good records, including those for pre-contractual negotia-
tions as well as post-execution performance. It is also advisable to clearly define in a contract the meaning of 
concepts that are not native to Japanese law, such as representations and warranties, as well as indemnities.
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